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Overview

In the world of Privacy and Data Protection, Finnish-based company 
Privaon takes a unique approach, treating it as a competitive 
advantage, rather than just an obligation.

Privaon provides solutions to clients all over the world in Privacy 
Risk Management, Privacy Engineering, and Data Protection. The 
organization supplies invaluable risk assessments and consultations to 
help businesses locate any flaws in their practices while also creating 
automated follow-ups that ensure solutions are doing the job.

From multinational corporations to tiny startups, Privaon recognizes 
that data privacy is a crucial consideration for all businesses. To cope 
with this, Privaon adjusts its services in order to accommodate the 
specific organizational and business needs of its customers.

Challenges

In recent years, one of the biggest challenges facing businesses not 
just in Europe but throughout the world was the announcement of the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). To cope with this, Privaon 
sought to launch a worldwide awareness campaign.

As leading experts in Data Protection, Privaon had planned to offer 
a whole range of courses, templates, and discussions on the new 
regulations. However, Privaon was only capable of delivering GDPR 
training to customers on-site, and with limited consultancy resources, 
Privaon had an immediate need to digitalize its expertise.

To push its knowledge and training products across the globe, 
Privaon required:

• Digitalization of its training resources
• A leading Learning Management System and payment system
• A support and service package built around the LMS
• Translations and localization
• A strategy for digital training solutions in the global market



Solution & Result

The scheduled implementation of GDPR in May 2018 created a strict 
deadline for Privaon. The company needed to get ahead of the market 
and start providing online training internationally.

Good e-Learning worked with Privaon, producing e-learning courses 
in English, Finnish and Swedish. At the same time, Good e-Learning 
also provided a range of fully tailored e-learning solutions that took 
into consideration the needs of Privaon’s individual customers, 
ensuring that every course was suited to the role and authority of each 
unique learner.

Finally, Good e-Learning created a bespoke Learning Ecosystem 
which included a fully-integrated online store and payment system. 
This allowed Privaon to host its new courses while also expanding 
awareness of its GDPR campaign to customers across the world. The 
success of the LMS also enabled Privaon to customize its training and 
corporate portals, monitor and analyze the performance of students, 
and tailor functionality according to the needs of individual clients.

For more information on corporate training, please visit our 
website or contact us directly to speak to a consultant.
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